
16087:  "weather  characterized  by  a  way  too  warm  temperature  both  in  the 

netherlands and in sweden but not so much in italy finding quite cold and humid 

nights in my highland but feeling a very nice and sunny in our mountain cottage 

eating outside and working with tshirt overlooking all the clouds and smog of the 

flatland where it did not rain for more than two months until it started snowing 

and finding also snow and a very cold weather on my way back to sweden with 

nonetheless bright days"

18083: "a month with very little wind and too warm air in general feeling only a 

bit while taking walks in stockholm preparing for a small christmas celebration 

with august and then eventually flying to italy and experiencing almost no wind in 

the mountains but in some colder days and in particular spots like in valleys or 

in the historical downtown of schio"

04074:  "a  month  started  in  sweden  with  stockholm  feeling  happy  with  august 

despite watching too much tv and a day with him feeling a little down but then 

going to italy and finding some pleasure finally working on my land although 

worrying a bit about myrthe getting a bit bored and getting too focused on cutting 

trees feeling not so well worrying that i will never make it to live there and 

getting in a little crisis coming back to stockholm with myrthe being often out 

but feeling playful and happy with august and also with jacek around"

02136: "some good nights of sleep and dreams while in our house in culemborg but 

then getting affected by a psycho film watched with myrthe and later by movies 

watched with august in sweden prior christmas now getting my head quite into my 

italian land and particularly the field i have been cleaning up from trees"

12106: "a month spent between the netherlands and sweden reading news on the 

internet but then going to italy and having little possibility to check the many 

small  incidents  around  the  world  and  some  major  controversial  punishment 

expeditions against the islamic state with minor casualties for several suicide 

bomb attacks"

07041: "painting executed in my tiny studio in culemborg speeding up to finish it 

before traveling to august and later to italy not really painting all the details 

but feeling with satisfied with the dynamic of the shapes"

05086: "a month started with walking quite a lot while in sweden taking advantage 

of the nice winter weather and crossing back and forth the rich neighborhood of my 

kid and later taking smaller walks while in the netherlands exploring the river 

next our house and on a gray day in utrecht waiting to get on a plane and walking 

with august several times prior christmas despite him not being so happy about 

crossing stockholm and at last going to the italian alps doing mostly work in my 

new field and not so much walking"

03079: "listening to some songs while at jacek's exhibition and then back in



holland taking a long walk in arnhem and at last waiting for myrthe in an italian 

bar listening to a lot of song there and also later in culemborg both sung by 

myrthe like a little radio and at a chinese restaurant but even many songs from 

films watched also with august in sweden getting more in the christmas atmosphere 

there annotating many songs from shops and souvenirs places while walking in the 

city"

15075:"a month with pure air from the mountains but quite some pollution below it 

due to little air and also gases inhaled when using the motorsaw to clean up the 

field to host my Virtual cathedral and inhaling much better air later cutting wood 

by hand and at last traveling to sweden getting the bad airport air and the clean 

one of the quite traffic free in djursholm to then get back to the netherland and 

getting quite some clean air there walking but some bad air lighting the fire with 

the dirty wood remaining from the old floor"

07042: "painting done quite quickly an increasing winter chill from my little 

studio in culemborg feeling quite delighted to have to paint and take breaks from 

all the seating but nonetheless paying not too much attention to details and using 

quite much the bigger brush as well as elastic bands on wach corner to prevent the 

painting from banding"

14098: "ideas got while in italy walking around and enjoying the warm winter 

scenery particularly when going up the pasubio military galleries with a swedish 

artist friend and then getting ideas while back in sweden"

14099:  "many  ideas  while  in  stockholm  mostly  about  the  many  immigrants  and 

gypsies in the cold winterish city and then ideas while in the netherlands with 

myrthe"

17061: "a month still in sweden unemployed yet very much walking and exploring 

the local nature with my kid and seeing many dynamic shapes in the clouds with 

eagles and moving vehicles"

10072: "new acquaintances met in the first place in a off hand berlin suburb 

rented by an homosexual couple making a business out of it with the mother of one 

of the two whom myrthe and i doubted she was a female and then meeting one of the 

other artists doing the doctorate at my department inviting me for dinner in her 

very central place to talk bad about all the professors and also taking a photo of 

the gypsy man in front of the university after he demanded quite some money from 

me for his wife and meeting a very nice eastern european old man who cultivates 

the land in front of august's apartment and taking a ride with him on the metro 

listening to his lifestyle and the way he kept so old eating everything and then 

meeting an homosexual polish scholar after he was demolished by the professors in 

my department taking him out of compassion for a walk and taking the photo of the 

hair dresser in my parents' city after she told me how she had to send her son to 

australia  to  motivate  him  to  work  and  at  last  meeting  the  colombian  adopted



journalist boyfriend of a one of myrthe's friend in rotterdam"

06045: "trying now to run along the river in culemborg but at last giving up 

because of the back pain and looking for a bike to train instead and compensate 

with all the carpenter work finding the racing bike of my old roommate and now 

wrapping the heart beat belt on my chest recording my ride down to a small village 

and back taking advantage of the nice days but finding to little variety in the 

resulting heart beats also feeling much tempted to stop and enjoy the beautiful 

landscape"

01145: "a month started high up in my field cleaning up to make space for the 

building to host my project using my motor-chain and doing small picnic with 

myrthe and then soon traveling to sweden keeping a whole week at august's place 

but mostly doing teaching and later going to culemborg working hard on my own 

project as well as being often outdoor using some sunny days to build up the bike 

shelter with the remaining bricks and building many wooden crates to place all my 

photo panels"


